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the darangen, which literally means to narrate in songs, is one of the oldest and longest epic poems in the
philippines. it consists of many cycles of episodes relating to different heroes, foremost among thembantugan,

whose name means, one who makes history. through his heroic tales, the epic proves that early forms of
government, culture, art, music, metal work and warrior arts were already in existence before the arrival of

colonizers (philippine star, 2005). in fact, the epic happens to be the local rendition of early filipinos of the hindu
ramayana, dating much older than the introduction of islam in the south (ty, 2010) an undeniable proof that the

far past isnotunacquainted with the concept of cultural globalization (tan, 2009). the darangen is primarily an oral
tradition, which has placed it in some jeopardy in the past few decades. the epic demands exhaustive

memorization in an archaic form of mindanaos hereditary language. combined with the gradual spread of more
mainstream filipino culture, the future of the darangen in everyday life was called into question. thankfully,

researchers have worked not only to preserve the epic digitally, but to recognize its importance to mindanao and
the world. the epic is now recognized as a national cultural treasure of the philippines and a masterpiece of the
oral and intangible heritage of humanity by unesco. in my opinion, the hudhud is the best example of the suun

ritual and the darangan epic. this is because it is much more formal than the latter. there is a definite melody and
rhythm to the hudhud while the darangan is merely a series of sounds that is very simple. the hudhud is often part
of an elaborate ritual such as the bidan for the inauguration of a new village head. the bidan ritual is also followed
by the suun ritual. the bidan ritual consists of the chief of the village crowning the head of the village, who in turn
crowns the chief of the village. the suun ritual is carried out only once or twice a year and is a very formal rite of

passage for the child of the village chief. during the ritual, a man and a woman will each bring rice and water. they
will then divide the rice and pour water on each other. they will then make a pact and drink the water, which

means they will be betrothed. the ritual is most commonly performed on the birthday of the new chief or a special
occasion.
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